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The manifest refraction of interest to the bondage of money.

The Mammonismus is the heavy, all collected and überwuchernde disease, in which today's cultural world, and indeed the whole of humanity suffers.

He is such a devastating disease, by eating like a poison that the peoples of the world has taken. Mammonismus sub is to be understood: the international monetary übergewaltigen powers who are all about self-determination of peoples enthroned on state financial violence, the major international capital, the only gold International, on the other hand, a mental constitution, which remains the most popular circuits usurps has the insatiable Erwerbsgier, the purely Diesseits facing up to life, to a frightening decline of all moral concepts have led and must continue.

Embodies and driven to the top of mind this is in the international plutocracy.

The main power source of the Mammonismus is the laborious and endless Güterzufluß which the interest is created.

From the through and through immoral Leihzinsgedanken International is the golden born. The greed of the usurious interest of any kind and adult mental and moral constitution has led to the appalling Versumpfung a part of the bourgeoisie led.

The Leihzinsgedanke is the diabolical invention of Großleihkapitals, it allows only the life of a lazy drones Minderzah1 power of money at the expense of creative people and their labor, she has the deep, unbridgeable differences, for Klassenhaß resulted from the civil war and fratricidal war was born.

- 6 - A single remedy, the radical means of healing the suffering humanity is the refraction of interest bondage of money.

The breaking of interest slavery of money means the only possible and final liberation of the creative work of the secret powers übergewaltigen money.
The breaking of interest slavery means the restoration of free personality, the salvation of man from enslavement, from the magical spell in which his soul was entangled by Mammonismus. Who wants to fight capitalism, the interest rate bondage break.

Where must the refraction of interest bondage use? When Leihkapital! Why? Because the Leihkapital against all large industrial capital is so overpowering that the big money powers effectively only by breaking the bondage of interest Leihkapitals can be combated. 20:1 is the ratio of Leihkapitals to large industrial capital. Over 12 billion in interest on the Leihkapital must the German people annually in the form of direct and indirect taxes from the rent and living costs up, while even in the boom years of the war the total sum of all of the German stock dividends amounted to only 1 billion.

All human calculation possibility of increasing the avalanche-like growth Leihkapitals by the eternal, endless and effortless Güterzufluß from interest and compound interest.

Which now brings the blessing of refraction of interest servitude for the working people of Germany, for the proletarians of all countries in the world, the breaking of interest slavery gives us the possibility of the abolition of all direct and indirect taxes to operate. Stop it, your building human values of all countries, all countries and continents, from all direct and indirect sources of government revenues flowing to flow completely into the pockets of Großleihkapitals.

The earnings of state enterprises, advertisers, as there are postal telegraph, telephones railways, mines, forests, etc. are perfectly adequate for all the necessary tasks for state education - 7 - education, justice, administration, social welfare to deny them.

So all true socialism is not as long as mankind bring blessing, when the earnings from the public service establishments Großleihkapital tributary to the left.

That's why we call first as a state constitution for the German peoples, then as a constitution for all those peoples brothers who share with us the cultural community of a League want to take the following: • § 1 The war-bond packages, and all other debt of the German Empire, and all other debt of the German states, especially railway bonds, the bonds also all government bodies are under suspension of the interest requirement on legal means of payment - for the nominal amount stated.

§ 2 For all other fixed income securities, mortgage bonds, corporate bonds, mortgages etc, takes place the interest obligation, the repayment obligation, after 20 or 25 years, thus depending on the level of return the borrowed capital and repaid the debt extinguished.

§ 3 All Immobilarschulden, mortgages, etc., after the loads registered in the land as before = advised as repaid. The way to this capital resources now to house and land ownership share will be owned by the State or the government body. In this way, the state in the situation, the rent shall be determined and the calculation.

§ 4 The entire monetary system is under the central government coffers.

All the same private banks, the postal check funds, savings banks and branches are considered Kreditgenossenschaften affiliated companies.

§ 5 All credit is limited only by the state bank.

= Goods and personal credit is the private bankers to leave state Concession. This is taking into account the need to question and prohibition of the establishment of branches of
certain counties shall be granted.
The fee is set by the state.

§ 6 The dividend values are in the same way.
Papers in the fixed annual rates of 5 °/o - 8 - wipes. The shooting on Gewinnerträgisse be partly as compensation for "risk" capital (as opposed to the fixed income securities and gilt-safe) to the equity holders hinausbezahlt, while the surplus further by the independent right of workers, either socially or distributed to reduce the prices of the products used.

§ 7 for all persons, from physical reasons (advanced age, illness, physical or mental disability, youth large) are unable, to earn a living, the former possibly even increased Zinserträgisse from existing capital assets as against annuity weiterbezahlt delivery of the securities.

§ 8, in the interest of dismantling the existing inflation with cash, a highly general assets, which plays in war bond or other debt securities of the empire or the states. These papers will be discontinued.

§ 9 Through intensive Public education is the full understand that the money is and nothing else may be, as an instruction to work, because every advanced economy of money as an exchange means may be in, but that thus the function of money is satisfied and the money in any case by the interest rate over-earthly power can be awarded, on its own to grow at the expense of building work.

Why did we do this everything is so obvious what could be the egg of Columbus, for the social question must designate, has not yet been achieved and as we in our blindness mammonistischen clearly seen have forgotten that the doctrine of the sanctity of the APR a tremendous self-deception is that the gospel of the sole seligmachenden Leihzins all our thinking in the golden networks of the international plutocracy has entangled. Because we have forgotten and deliberately by the omnipotent powers of money to be kept in the dark, that, with the exception of a few of the allegedly Geldgewaltigen so beautiful and lots of thoughts so beloved by the interest purely tax increase is.

- 9 - Our whole tax legislation is and will remain as long as we are the exemption from interest bondage have not only a tribute to the large requirement of capital, but not what we sometimes imagine, voluntary sacrifice to the achievement of community work.

Therefore, the liberation from bondage of the interest of the money the clear solution for the world revolution for the liberation of the creative work from the shackles of the state money powers.

- 10 - Implementation and justification.

We are in the midst of one of the worst crises of our poor people in finer painful history has to survive.
Severely sick is our people, seriously ill, the whole world.
Helplessness stammeln the nations, a hot tendons, a cry for salvation goes through the dark masses.
With laugh and dance, parades with cinema and examines how the people are unconscious about their own fate hinwegzutäuschen good jammer. Hinwegzutäuschen deceived about his hopes on the hinwegzutäuschen deep inner pain, whether the terrible disappointment about what we as "achievements of the revolution would describe as happy.
How different then, but everything presented, but how different were all the wonderful promises; glistening gold everything seemed to be what we nächtlicherweise in the darkness of our hoped aufzulesen military collapse and now, where the gray day fund bescheint are are lazy pieces of wood.

We are helpless now because, to this piece of rotten wood sake, in the night shone so beautifully, we
have thrown away everything, what we currently hold dear, and have all of us with these bags vollgepfropft full jammer Fund.
No wonder that even the poorest of the poor, the anger of despair and packs them in senseless anger against their own brothers raging, and everything to try to destroy what they are in their deep yearning for salvation in the path.
On the bright madness must lead this state, if unscrupulousness stupidity and the people even more aufpeitscht and where will this madness that we see in Bolsheivik Russia.
The nationalization, as in Russia, the socialization is to say, has proved a failure, Lenin announced calmly.
The economy is destroyed, the purchasing power of money equal to zero, the intelligence slain, workers brotlos. Despair in the whole nation, only bloody terror based on Chinese and Latvian capital mercenaries flockred red dictators before the vengeance of the disappointed people to protect.
Even the achievements of the revolution have failed.
- 11 - We will develop this way, if we continue to international speculators, obstinate fanatic party, representatives of the `s heaviest load of a bourgeoisie and the German people in the innermost being alien race in the government respectively.
What were called but all the beautiful, beautiful words that we whisper in his ear: Understanding Peace, League of Nations, parliamentary, sovereignty of the people, democracy, dictatorship of the proletariat, socialism, the destruction of capitalism, the liberation of militarism, and like all the beautiful hot Keywords like.
A new free people should only address itself to determine its fate.
one of the above is true, could not be truth, truth can never be if we do not have high moral seriousness all these phenomena, all these slogans go, if we do not like a wise, loving doctor of the disease symptoms conscientiously and carefully examine the current condition of the patient reveal spare no effort to determine how serious this crisis disease.
Mammonismus means the disease of our time.
What is Mammonismus? Mammonismus is the eerie, invisible, mysterious domination of the major international money powers.
Mammonismus is also a mind, it is the worship of this money from all those powers which the mammonistischen poisons are infected.
Mammonismus is the enormous exaggeration of the acquisition to be healthy instinct of man.
Mammonismus is to become insane greed that knows no higher goal than money in cash to accumulate, with a brutality unprecedented all forces in the world in his service to force is looking for and the economic enslavement, the exploitation of labor of all peoples of the world must lead.
Mammonismus is the mental state of a moral terms of reducing all infections.
Mammonismus in a world phenomenon, synonymous with the brutal ruthless selfishness in humans.
Mammonismus is the spirit of greed, the unbridled Herrschsucht, the only Erraffung of goods and treasures of the world facing Sinnesart it is in the deepest essence of the religion to the purely facing people on this type.
Mammonismus is just the opposite of socialism.
Socialism, as the highest moral idea taken as an idea in mind that the man not only for that reason alone, the Mammonismus is an economic and moral ill effect.
- 12 - in the world is that every man duties to the community, compared to the whole mankind and not only this, that he not only is responsible for the welfare of his immediate family, his tribal comrades, his people, but that he also unabwälzbare moral obligations towards the future of his children, his people.
More concrete, we must Mammonismus view as the deliberate interplay of power-crazed big
capitalists of all nations.

Noteworthy is always the appearance of the disguised Mammonismus.

The large Geldgewaltigen stuck as the last but the driving force behind the global Anglo-Americanism Imperialis, nothing else.
The major powers have money but the horrible killings of World War people financed.
The major powers have money but as the owner of all the major newspapers eingesponnen the world in a web of lies.
You have fun with all the lower passions aufgepeitscht; existing large currents carefully-bred, the French idea of revenge by skillful propaganda press for increased Siedehitize; panslavistische the idea that the Serbian imperial arrogance, the money needs of these countries carefully nurtured, what the world needed to ignite fire.
Even here in Germany, the spirit of the Mammonismus only export figures, national wealth,
(expansion, major banking projects, international financing wanted to know, to a Deroute of public morality led to the sinking of our ruling circles in materialism and hedonism, to a flattening our people's life, all factors that are complicit in the terrible collapse.

With amazement, we must ask ourselves where the Mammonismus where the major international capital takes its irresistible power.

It is not to overlook the fact that the international cooperation of the big money forces a completely new phenomenon represents. We have no parallel in history.
International commitments monetary nature were virtually unknown.
Only with the emerging global economy, with the general world movement was the idea of the international economy through interest rate and here we touch the deepest roots, here we have the inner power source attached, from which the international gold sucks their irresistible force.

- 13 - **The interest** is there, the painstaking and endless Güterzufluß possession of pure money without any work, add the big money powers grow.

The Leihzins is the diabolical principle from which the golden International was born.
All throughout, the loan capital festgesaugt.
As with polyps, the poor Großleihkapital all states, all the peoples of the world umstrickt.

The interest is the power source of big business. Government bonds, government bonds, railroad bonds, war bonds, mortgages, mortgage bonds, borrowing short titles of all kinds have our whole economic life in a way umstrickt that now the helpless peoples of the world in the golden nets fidget.

The principle interest's sake, in the deepest essence of a mistaken notion in accordance with state that any kind of right to possession Erträgnis have, we have interest in the bondage of the money go.
Not one real valid moral reason for it is that mere possession of money entitled to permanent Zinserträgnis gave.

The interest is indecent. This inner resistance to interest rate and pension of any kind without the kick-lance work pervades the soul of life of all peoples and times.
But never is this deep inner resistance to the power of money so the people have become aware, as in our time.
Never has the global Mammonismus in such manner angeschickt, the world state.
Never has it all infamy (the costumes after the Niedere in humans), for power, Rachgier, greed, envy and lies hidden in such a clever but brutal way, pressing into his service as now provided.
The World War is in the deepest essence one of the most important decisions in the development process of humanity in the decision-making battle, whether in the future mammonistisch-materialist worldview or belief sozialistischaristokratische the fortunes of the world should be.

The exterior has mammonistische moment doubt the Anglo-American coalition triumphed. In response, however, to the east of Bolshevism, and if you collected in Bolshevism a great idea to behold, it is undoubtedly the belief Mammonistischen a diametrically opposite position. The methods of Bolshevism are looking to apply, however, tried Eisenbart cures. You are attempting to Seciermesser another internal poisoning patients suffering from amputation of the head, arm and legs to help.

Bolshevism is a wrong means of antimammonistischen reaction. The fury of Bolshevism, this senseless revolution we need to build a planned new ideas put forward, with united force for all working classes unite to eliminate the toxic substance, which the world has made ill.

**This means I saw the breaking of interest slavery of money.**

Three times it is the interest of the Leihkapitales than the actual than the true cause of our financial misery can appear.

First, the immense disproportion of the fixed Leihkapitales, ie, the capital, without the addition of creative work from its own growing and ever growing. Leihkapital This has made us in Germany has already reached a level that we are with 250 billion is not too high draw. This enormous sum is operating as an industrial capital of our entire German industry is only a sum of 11.8 billion compared. There are still 3.5 billion be added to the 16,000 industrial capital GmbH, so that together we are only about 15 billion industrial total reported to have. 20: 1 is the first fundamental finding. This finding suggests that all measures that deal with financial problems employing the largest nature, standing in the Leihkapitales is 20 times as effective measures must be compared, which are opposed to the large industrial capital directed.

Secondly, the return of the above to 250 billion figured Leihkapitalien is broadly considered a year in perpetuity approximately 12 1 / 2 billion. The total sum of all in 1916, dividends distributed in 1915 amounted to around 1 billion marks. In previous decades, this figure was on average around 600 million. It is probably in the last two years of war have substantially gone up in the air that is being done in the current year, a crash all the more under way.

The average profitability of all German A. • G was 8.21%, so only about 3 1 / 2% higher than the average bond Erträgnis of fixed values.

I repeat, therefore, around 12.5 billion will be in the future the German people for the eternal interests of the various Großleihkapitales to pay, while the Erträgnis from industrial capital - 15 - the maximum economic Year 1 billion in short-term periods of undisturbed only 0.6 billion was also here we see again a ratio of the magnitude of 20:1 to 12:1.

The third and most dangerous moment is the immense wealth of each term in excess of the growth of Großleihkapitales through interest and compound interest. I have to delve a little further here, and hope through a small excursion into the higher mathematics to explain the problem.
First a few examples.

The avalanche-like Großleihkapital grows to infinity. The charming story of the invention of chess is well known. The rich Indian Sherham king granted to thank for the invention of the royal game, the inventor of the fulfillment of a request.

The request of the ways was to let him the king on the first field of a grain of wheat chessplayers give to the second two, the third on four, and so always on the box twice the number as on the previous field.
The king smiled at the request of the seemingly humble ways and gave mandate to a sack of wheat in order for each field, the wheat grains allot.
It is known that "the fulfillment of this request to the richest princes in the world it was impossible. All crops in the world in a thousand years would not be sufficient to cover the 64 squares of the chessboard to be filled.

Another example: Some are still in school at the agonies of the interest savings accounts recall how the penny increase to the time of Christ's birth on interest has been created so that it is doubling every 15 years.
In the year 15 after Christ's birth is a penny to 2 cents to grow in the years 30 BC to 4 cents, in the years 45 BC to 8 cents, etc. Few will remember the value of these penny today would represent .

Our whole world of pure solid gold, our sun, the 1297 000 times bigger than our planet, our planet, glowing gold, would not suffice to determine the value based on interest expressed penny.

A third example: The assets of the House of Rothschild, the oldest international plutocracy, is now at about 40 billion. What is known is that the old Mayer Amschel Rothschild in Frankfurt for the year 1800 without appreciable own assets by re-awarding of millions to him Landgraf Wilhelm I of Hesse for storage over had the ground floor for the wealth of his house giant appealed.
- 16 - Would Rothschild in the growth of money through interest and compound interest only to the modest pace, as in the penny, so the curve would not be so steep run.
But suppose the assets rise in Rothschild's total assets is only at the pace of penny more, it would Rothschildsche assets in 1935 80 billion 1950 160 million, 1965 320 billion, and therefore the entire German national wealth far surpass them.

From these three examples can be derived a mathematical law. The curve of the exit of the Rothschild's wealth expresses the curve, resulting from the number of wheat grains of the chessboard can be derived, as well as the propagation of the penny to indicate interest, are simple mathematical curves.
All these curves have the same character.
After some modest and slow increase in the curve is always steeper and steeper and soon approaching virtually tangential to the infinity.

Quite different, on the other hand, the curve of Industriekapitalien.

Also mostly from small beginnings hervorgewachsen shows soon became a strong rise of the curves, until a certain saturation of the capital is reached.
Then run the curves flatter, and will be provided in the individual industries in general, probably a bit lower, if new inventions to the devaluation of the existing factory equipment, machinery, etc. led.
Just one example I will pick out the development of the Krupp's factory. 
1826 died of old Krupp virtually no assets. 
1855 Alfred Krupp received its first order for 36 guns from the Egyptian government. 
1873 Krupp already employed 12,000 workers. 
1903 sold Mrs. Berta Krupp works and all the supplements to 160 million at the Alfred Krupp • A. G. 
Today the share capital amounts to 250 million. 
What includes the name Krupp for us Germans? The highlight of our industrial development. 
The first canon of the peasant world. 
A vast sums tough, purposeful, intensive work performance. For hundreds of thousands of our fellow people meant Krupp company bread and work. 
For our people, and defensive weapons, and yet, he is a dwarf compared to the Rothschild Chen billion. 
What does the growth of Krupp's assets in a century against the growth of the Rothschild's assets from interest and compound interest through laborious and endless appreciation? The development of the industrial capital remains finite. 
- 17 - The radical means. The two heavy curves are recorded Leihzinskuren and the upper curve shows the evolution of the Rothschild's assets and the lower flat first and then rapidly rising curve shows in general, the characteristic development of all such curves, in which the ordinates at steady Abscissen double. 
The dashed line curve shows the evolution of our industry over the past 40-50 years. 
The fine varies dashed lines show the evolution of a number of arbitrarily-out-world large industrial companies from which the general character of the dashed curve of the industrial capital is derived. It must be noted explicitly that your curves are not drawn to scale, in particular that the curves strong sense of Leihkapitales together appear squashed. 
So, for example, should the curve of the Rothschild's assets to the Krupp's turn, at least 80 times as high. The purpose of the recording curve is just fundamentally the nature of the two types of Capitals them. The curves of the first Leihkapitales show a slowly increasing development, the development goes then faster, until they are always racing and everything in itself rapidly, far beyond human concepts are hinaushebt and the infinity zustrebt The curve of the industrial capital remains finite in contrast! The course may be different even in such strong deviations show in general is the fundamental character of industrial development 'always be that, after strong initial development period of a certain maturity, the saturation followed, what then is slower or faster the decline follows. 
Nothing shows us clarify the profound difference between being rented capital and industrial capital. Nothing can help us clarify the difference between the devastating effects of Leihzinses and operating profits (dividends) in the great industrial companies ranging Betriebskapitalien risk, as these comparisons.

**Primarily, the manifest refraction of interest to bondage.**

2 2 - 18 - It can not be stressed enough that the knowledge of mathematical laws, which Leihkapital and industrial capital to follow, our own clear path showing where the leverage is only for a revolution in our shattered financial sector. 
We clearly recognize that it is not the capitalist economic order, not in itself the capital such as the scourge of humanity. 
The insatiable need of the large interest-Leihkapitales is the bane of the refraction of the total working humanity! Interest bondage is possible and reasonable sense of a world revolution. Capital must be - must be working! Little work alone - capital assets alone will not! Without working capital must be sterile! It is the most important requirement, the primary task of the revolution, the most sensible sense of a world revolution, the breaking of interest slavery of money.

The house of Rothschild is now estimated at 40 billion. 
The billionaires of American high finance, Mr Cahn, Löb, ship, Speyer, Morgan, Vanderbilt, Astor,
together on at least 60 - 70 billion, at a rate only 5% of 70 billion, this means an income of these 8 families of 5-6 billion, is almost as much when, after the investigations by Helfferich in 1912 75% of all taxpayers had annual incomes of Prussia. 
(There were approximately 21 000 000 Zensiten. 75% of this approximately 15 000 000. In any Zensiten take an average of 1.56, ie 23 million members.) Eight billionaires have as much income as 38 million Germans. Approximately 38 000 000 Germans have therefore to live, what the aforementioned billionaires a year income.
- Certainly, the American billionaires are not pure in the sense Leihkapitalisten how the Rothschild house, etc., I will not even be right about whether the American billionaires "100'Millionen-dollar billionaires" or real "1000-Million-Mark - billionaires "in the former case one would have to just have one or two dozen more Krösusse add. Or take the same Rathenauschen" 300 ", then our list is certainly in order.

It is also not important to a precise point to enter, but the detected magnitude of 300 to 38 000 000 opens our eyes about the tyranny of the international Leihkapitals.

That is why we shake with a jolt from this terrible bondage, which all workers must work smother, we snatch the money - 19 - the power, to bear interest and time again to give birth to the whole of humanity to the international Leihkapital totally interest-bearing has become.

These three points are, therefore, we first make clear where the leverage effect alone is required for the alleviation of our internal funds.

On the other hand, we realize that the storm over the entire socialist world against the idea of industrial capital is completely misguided, because an imaginary perfect Wegsteuerung or socialization of the entire business profit - ungeschwächte economic condition - a ridiculously small amount would result, as measured by the immense financial burden our Empire and the state budget.

- 59 - So, by the refraction of interest bondage in the saving sense is destroyed, man ends in the poor house.

That the breaking of interest slavery in general, its influence on the saving sense, must be decided in the negative. Spar sense, like for example, waste with current economic outlook to do something. Savings sense regulations and schwendungssucht are human characteristics that are either pre-existent or absent, whether an age preaches the idea of interest or the interest frowned upon.

In times of transition may have an increase or a decrease in the saving sense emphasized. I lean in the given case, but rather the opinion, that a sensible, economically assessed Man will say: I can no longer reckon that I only can live my interest. I want to live but in later years, and also my children have something left, so now I must save more.

This effect must in my view, the breaking of interest slavery to the majority of people to exercise, because they are so for ages to public support.

I must also at this point once again emphasize that the current burden of possession by any direct taxes and indirect taxes by living by the beautiful interest remains nothing - unless - and this is indeed the unjust and combat - the entire only income from pension eternal capital flows, ie a decline in the saving sense is probably not to be feared.

Is it (the hate-worthy) big business really quite barren, it has not created the means to great progress, the larger fruit for mankind than the wear rate of the total Leihkapitals? No! The question proves only that our phraseology mammonistische clear view has tarnished.

Big business has not created the means to great progress, but big business has grown from the work! Each capital is laid work.

The big business in itself is unproductive, because money in itself a perfectly barren thing.
From spirit, work, and existing or already developed materials mineral resources or values are created, goods have been produced by labor and only by working.

- 60 - Because when you look at the fattest Acker, in the richest coal mine is so much money hineinschüttet, therefore, the field but no grain, speit of the mine itself no coals from! We want to do this once, but stick to it.

If people have invented money, it is very reasonable and sensible, because in any complex economy requires one of these (generally accepted) "statement to work."

But that this "cash rich" a force to be inherent, eternally itself into Ungeheure to grow - and this does the money if it can bear interest - that is that while our insides auflehnt, which is what the money is far more than hinaushebt all other earthly phenomena, which is what the money to make idols. And all this is just the ungeheuerste self-deception of mankind! Nothing, nothing at all the money from the interview itself table, wardrobe, dress, house, tools, in short, everything around us has it any value, the oldest table can finally turn einheizen and warm, but with twentieth Mark note, I can nothing to start, not even a piece of cheese, I can wrap it.

Only after the people usefully have agreed to facilitate the exchange of goods for consumption, on work done to write, so only pieces of paper gets the sense, and joke, and it is very understandable that the farmer for his grain from the coal mine is not a coal, but money, that is, a statement on the work done elsewhere, such B. pitchforks, crockery, plow and scythe.

But that should be out there with the power of money.

So the money has not the great causes of mankind advances, but the people themselves have done their daring spirit, her courage proud, her clever sense, the strength of their hands, their joint, in other words social work hard.

So proud and so clearly we need to see.

The people themselves were, but not the poor Stücklein papers, which people have invented to simplify the business.

- 61 - Another program.

The breaking of interest slavery is not the final goal of the new state of art, it is the radical indeed, the only acts to which all peoples can agree to a true League of Nations, against all nations embracing tyranny of Mammonismus.

But it is not the last.

On the other hand, the breaking of interest slavery of all further steps ahead, because, as we have seen, the Weltübel almost at the root, namely at the main root.

Only when the basic requirement for breaking the yield bondage is met, it is absolutely the only way to the social state. This must be clearly recognized, and all the powers mammonistischen Despite enforced.

A socialist state based on mammonistischer - the cry for socialization is nothing more than an attempt to bring Vertrustung all industries, anywhere giant corporations to form on the course again in the future, despite all the property taxes Großleihkapital the decisive influence - is one absurd and leads to a natural necessity for a compromise between the already heavily polluted mammonistisch social democracy and the big capital.

We on the other hand, require a radical departure from mammonistischen state and a structure of government in the true spirit of socialism in which the basic idea of the prevailing Nährpflicht is what an old communist cause their sensible and meaningful satisfaction can be - in the form that each member nation's right to the native land is allocated by the state agency of the main Nährgüter.
We also call as a skeleton for the new government has a representation by the Public Chamber of the People's Representative, on the widest basis to choose are also associate a sized chamber of the Ar-62 tion, the Central Council in which the working people according to their professional and economic breakdown structure of words.

Finally, we demand the highest responsibility for the Head of State. With this new state building on aristocratic socialist basis will deal a further work that will soon appear on the same publishers. The prerequisite for all these building remains, but the refraction of interest slavery.

My unwavering faith, no more, my knowledge makes me realize that the refraction of interest bondage is not only enforceable, but with indescribable jubilation everywhere will be included and must be, because no less than: Contrary to any other matter how well-thought and movements and aspirations aimed at improving the human race hinzielen try my suggestion is not human nature to want to improve, but he turns against a toxic substance, a phenomenon which is wholly opposed to the innermost feelings of the people artificially, no, devilish was invented to Mankind ill make them low in materialism to ensnare, to their best to steal what she has the soul.

In addition goes hand in hand with the terrible, merciless tyranny of the money powers, for which only the more interest people are slaves, are only meant to provide for pension for the savings to work.

Deeply shocked, we recognize the terrible clarity and truth of the old Bibelweissagungen that the Jews God's chosen people Jave promises: "I want you to give all the treasures of their own in the world at your feet you let all the nations of the earth, and thou shalt reign over them".

This world is a question before you all up.

World issues are not solved, but the idea is clear as day.

And the fact must be carefully prepared, we must be aware that we are the greatest enemy, the global monetary powers are facing. All the violence on the opposite side, on our side only the right, the eternal right of the building work.

Is my hands, workers of all countries, unite!
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